English


As you know, I love playing and listening to music bud sadly my modern
music knowledge is fairly limited. I’d like you to pick an artist that has been
popular within the last two or three years and tell me about him/her/them.
I want to know their name, what hits they have had, why I might like them
and why you like them.



Write an acrostic poem or haiku on success and draw an image
around it linked to the poem.
Create a map for an imaginary world and make sure that it has a
place where a villain lives and a place where a hero lives. Draw it and
label it and create character descriptions for both the hero and
villain.





Story challenge: Use the
pictures above to create a
story. Try to write a beginning,
middle and end. Your story
should have speech and
description of what your main
character/s is/are feeling and
what they are seeing and
doing. You have to write at
least 200 words but your
upper limit is 500 words.
Good luck.

“Bread and Butter Learning”- these are the
things that you need to do at least 4 times a
week.
1) Reading out loud- you can read anything
from a magazine to your reading book.
2) Times tables rocks. Try to play this for at
least ten minutes a night to boost your
times table knowledge.
3) In the books you read, find words you
don’t know and look them up in the
dictionary. Try and say them out loud in
your own sentences to make sure you
know how to use them.

Write a set of instructions for one of the following: How to defeat a dragon.
How to remove apps from your phone. How to spend more time outdoors.
How to rid your house of pesky imps.

Music
Log on to Charanga using your password and
username and complete the lesson I have put on
there. You can also keep using the musical world.

Maths
Solve the following questions:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

List four factors of 94
What is 345 x 11
List the first 5 multiples of either 4, 5, 6 or 7.
What is the product of 12 and 8
Two prime numbers added together equal an
even number. List all the possibilities.
Solve this logic puzzle on the right:

